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By Anik De Ribaupierre, Graham J. Hitch

Taylor & Francis Ltd. Hardback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, The Development of Working
Memory: A Special Issue of the International Journal of Behavioural Development, Anik De
Ribaupierre, Graham J. Hitch, Working memory refers to the temporary storage and manipulation
of information that is being processed in a wide range of cognitive tasks. This Special Issue of the
International Journal of Behavioral Development brings together research on the development of
working memory that arises within two quite different approaches. The first is the neo-Piagetian
perspective, which proposes that working memory limitations play an important role in the
development of cognitive abilities. Accordingly, a major goal of neo-Piagetian research has been to
develop techniques for measuring the capacity of working memory and to chart its development.
Papers by Alp, de Ribaupierre and Bailleux, Morra, and Pascual-Leone, illustrate different facets of
this approach. The second approach stems from the study of working memory and information-
processing in mainstream cognitive psychology, which has suggested the need to distinguish
relatively peripheral phonological and visuo-spatial subsystems from central resources. Since these
subsystems are currently better understood than the central component of adult working memory,
they have tended to be the focus of related developmental studies. This...
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Excellent electronic book and helpful one. Better then never, though i am quite late in start reading this one. You wont truly feel monotony at whenever you
want of your time (that's what catalogues are for relating to when you question me).
-- Ma belle Da ch III--  Ma belle Da ch III

I actually started reading this publication. It is full of knowledge and wisdom You wont sense monotony at at any time of your respective time (that's what
catalogs are for relating to should you check with me).
-- V ilm a  B a yer  III--  V ilm a  B a yer  III
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